
DVD “I have a Dream”, of Fanie du Toit 
YOUTUBE - LINK FOR PRE-VIEW OF DVD 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3od-G7ovOBU&feature=em-share_video_user 

 

“I HAVE A DREAM” is made up of 4 tracks about ‘my story’; 

 cochlear implants; assistive devices and communication  

skills; and lastly establishing support structures &  

centres for persons with hearing loss through SA.  

I trust you will be able to identify with what you see  

and hopefully something will touch your hearts. I hope 

 my story is a mirror wherein people can/will see something 

 of themselves. 
 

Track 3 was made several years ago, to explain why empathy, good communication skills, 

lip/speech reading skills as well as assistive devices are of the utmost importance for 

any person with hearing loss. These devices help support them with the daily challenges 

and “einas” that are preferably ignored or that they are scared of in a mostly 

inaccessible community. 
  

Hearing aids have their limits. That is why a variety of assistive listening devices such 

as FM-systems, loop systems and so on, are available.  Further, there are a variety of 

living devices to allow the individual to live independently - apparatus such as press-

button transmitters, flash receivers, vibrating pads are available and give peace of 

mind in non-accessible surroundings.  
 

In my opinion a holistic approach between consumers, audiologists, speech therapists, 

ear nose and throat specialists, suppliers, counsellors as well as the disability sector is 

of the utmost importance in making available this equipment and to provide support 

structures in terms of human rights, employment equity and so on. For example: If I am 

on the 14th floor of a hotel, I have to take my own assistive devices in case of a fire, or 

if the reception should need my attention; or loop systems and/or interpreters to 

meetings, churches, conferences and theatres. 
 

It is my dream that this DVD will sensitize society to such an extent that more and 

more persons with hearing loss will be able to access rehabilitation, information, 

communication, safety evacuation, employment and education and make their lives more 

independent. This can also happen through the participation of all concerned citizens in 

SA to help establish support structures and resource centres where necessary help will 

be available to the person with hearing loss. 

 

Fanie du Toit  (Proudly Hearing Impaired)  
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